Full integration of the beam's eye view concept into computerized treatment planning.
A complete set of beam's eye view (BEV) and beam portal design features have been integrated into a computerized 3-dimensional radiotherapy treatment planning system. Among the features implemented is the ability to mix BEV graphics with gray-scale images such as simulator and verification radiographs, and digital reconstructed radiographs. Image processing techniques have been developed to both enhance verification images and to detect radiation field boundaries. These portal simulation and presentation techniques are being used clinically to design and verify radiation fields with manual or automatically-designed field shaping blocks. The ability to perform computer dose calculations for planes which are parallel or perpendicular to a specified beam's central axis is available and this feature has also proven useful for treatment plan evaluation and optimization. Finally, direct comparison of computer-generated portal images with actual simulation and verification radiographs is also possible. These techniques allow the direct integration of "CT-directed treatment planning" with block design, simulator films and port films, and other Beam's Eye View-type displays.